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Daniele, João and Chiquinho Rego

by Simone Leo

The editorial staff of TuttoArabi visited
one of Brazil’s most important handlers,
Chiquinho Rego. Suffice to say that
he was born surrounded by horses. His
father owned Arabian and race horses
in Paranà. Chiquinho, nicknamed
Chiqo, immediately showed interest
in following his father’s passion and
when he was just 8, he started riding at
the famous Hipismo Classico e Rural
school in the Paranà State. Aged 14,
his love for the Arabian horse led him

to work with the breeder Niguel Nasser
and, afterwards, to try new adventures
at a large stud owned by a Japanese
entrepreneur, who had already set up a
large factory in Paranà. He ended up
staying there for four years. With him
he had his great debut at the Brazilian
National Championship in 1991, where
he was immediately named national
youth champion of western pleasure
and best young presenter. This start
of an uninterrupted career allowed
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was absolutely amazing, with
Chiqo he succeeded in obtaining
the title of best horse of the year
with *Von Herte Kadu, the title
of Best Colt of the year with
*Von Herte Katsuo, best female
of the year with *Von Herte
Manida and the second prize
with another mare from the stud,
*Von Herte Onee. Finally he

Chiquinho to open his own stud last year,
called Chiquinho Rego Training Center.
Back to the past, in 1992 Chiquinho started
working with Haras Fabrini, a prestigious
and extraordinarily powerful stud, where
he met Michael Byatt who came to visit
the stud. Chiquinho was absolutely struck

was awarded the title of National Champion
Fillies thanks to *Von Herte Only You.
That year, Chiquinho presented and won
also with *Af Labella, National Champion
Mare. After this exciting experience, Chiqo
set up Foxi Training and continuous his
unstoppable career, winning several titles
with *Exspress Lm, *Mirage LM, *Sc Carife,

by him. The following year, he decided to
expand his knowledge and worked, for one
year, in the USA at the famous Rohara
Arabians as a handler. The year after, he
went back to Brazil and started working at
Haras Caranda of Paquito Carrasco, but
in the same year Rohara Arabians invited
back the handler, this time as a trainer and
presenter, to work alongside the famous
Jahn Rannemberd. Subsequently another
meeting contributed to widening the young
trainer’s knowledge even more: he met Ernesto
Guardini of Haras Von Herte. Tired of shows,
Von Hert was absent from competitions for as
many as eleven years, but with him he found
the willingness to compete and put himself
to the test. The first year of his return, which
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*Shazin and *Fabol FHP. In 1997, in Jurocaba
he won the title of Champion Young Mare
with *Talyreina, Reserve Champion Mare with
*Navia HCF, Champion Filly with *Betina
Prince and Champion Stallion with *Ninija
El Jamaal. The following year, he worked

important American and Canadian
events. He continues to work
there. In 2009, the breakthrough
came with the opening of the
Chiquinho Rego Training Center.
“After twenty years of experience, I
realized that it was time I had my
own center, and I am very happy
with this choice. My customers
have followed me with enthusiasm,

with the Hafati stud, with which he won
several titles and has fond memories of one
horse, *Flowers FHP. In 1999, the famous
American stud Double Diamond contacted
the handler asking him to train and present
horses in US circuits. These were two years
of hard work, to try to be competitive also

and they know that they can count on my
utmost attention, that they can receive an
efficient service, and their horses are safe”.
The center has nearly 40 loose boxes, an inhouse vet laboratory and an indoor manège.
The loose boxes are large, cleanliness is
de rigueur, ventilation is ensured by large
windows and water flows automatically to

in America. But it was definitely worth
it, as Chiquinho managed to be named
Canadian National Champion, US National
Champion, and to end up among many
top ten in the most important shows. On
his return to Brazil in 2001, he decided to
freelance for Haras Namahe Pacienca e
Ilha da Caphada and for the Ranch Stud.
That year, he managed to win the titles of
National Champion with *Sarmata, Reserve
Champion Filly with *Marvella Ranch and
12 top five. The subsequent year, he met Polè
Levy of the Jaguar Training Center, where he
worked steadily for six years. With the Jaguar
Training Center he was awarded numerous
titles. In this period, he kept working in the
USA, mainly for Bob Boggs, in the most

the loose boxes. Chiqo has decided to live with
the horses by building his house next to the
stud, so he can guarantee a constant service
to his customers. An automatic arena helps
with the conditioning of the horses. Access
to the stud is large and the road to get there
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horses, is assisted by Celio
Jr., his son. Wagner Alves de
Barros has twenty-four years of
experience and is also a truck
driver. Divino Moreira de Abreu
has twelve years of experience
as conditioner and trainer. Ivo
Goncalves Cordeiro has been
working with horses for twentytwo years, of which ten years

can be easily reached. The center’s facilities
include also 8 loose boxes for mares in foal,
with a consulting room and an infirmary
for the collection of semen, embryo transfer
and first aid center in case of accidents. The
team that works in the center was not chosen
randomly, also because Chiqo has decided

with Arabian horses.
Thanks to Chiqo’s
professionalism, the
stud is always full
and sometimes he
cannot even meet
the demand. In the
early months of the
year, the number of
victories obtained
by the Chiquinho
Training Center were
already countless and
such a team fully deserves the successes
that Chiqo has been reaping for over
twenty years. q

Raffoletta Rose HVP, Champion Filly Angra de Rios 2009

to “live in the stud”, so his professionalism
in his choices is even more guaranteed. As
assistant trainer Chiqo has chosen Braulio,
with 8 years of experience and an internship at
the famous center of Greg Gallun. Celio, the
helper, was born and grew up with Arabian
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Chiquinho Rego
Caixa Postal 273
ITU - SP - 13300-970 - Brazil
ph.: +55 11 40233585
mobile: +55 11 76295453
e-mail: chiquinhorego@yahoo.com.br

TS Gipsy
(TS DON BRAVE x ORG BLOOMING)

Owner:
Chiquinho Rego Training Center
Caixa Postal 273
ITU - SP - 13300-970 - Brazil
ph.: +55 11 40233585
mobile: +55 11 76295453
e-mail: chiquinhorego@yahoo.com.br

Dr eam Chall

Dream Chall
2003 grey, stallion

Owner: Haras A San Lorenzo
Regina Helena Bom Salvador
Brazil
ph.: +55 41 91933206
e-mail: regina_gija@yahoo.com.br

Standing at:
Chiquinho Rego
Training Center

Mon ich Chall
(DREAM CHALL x AF NAFTA)

Owner: Haras A San Lorenzo
Regina Helena Bom Salvador
Brazil
ph.: +55 41 91933206
e-mail: regina_gija@yahoo.com.br

Standing at:
Chiquinho Rego
Training Center

Vulcano HVP
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(NUZIR HCF x LADY PSYCHE HVP)

Owners:
Haras Canaã
Casa Branca Agropastoril
ELS Agropecuária
Haras Platina

Managers: Bolivar Figueiredo
ph.: +55 11 8928 1336
e-mail: bolivar@sahinco.com.br
Reinaldo Rocha Leão
ph.: +55 19 7805 2310
e-mail: qualitytc@itelefonica.com.br

Standing at:
Chiquinho Rego
Training Center

Mirage LM

Mirage LM
1996 grey, stallion

Owner: Haras Recanto Dos Pássaros
Osmar Ferreira Dutra - Brazil
ph.: +55 67 33837972
mobile: +55 67 96531019
e-mail: m.dosol@brturbo.com.br

Standing at:
Chiquinho Rego
Training Center

Nijinsky K

Nijinsky K
1999 grey, stallion

Owner:
Haras El Madan
Pedro Francisco Amaral
Brazil
e-mail: elmadan@terra.com.br

Standing at:
Chiquinho Rego
Training Center

R affoletta
Rose HVP
(Legacy Of Fame x Magnum Rose HVP)

3 times Champion

franca 2009
Sor rocaba 2009
Inter national Show Angra de r ios 2009
Brazilian National Contender 2009
Owner:

FedericoArabians

Standing at:
Chiquinho Rego
Training Center

Chammyra
El Ryad
(RYAD EL JAMAAL x CHAMMUR)

Owner: Lucio & Tercio Miranda
Haras Paiquere
Brazil

Standing at:
Chiquinho Rego
Training Center

